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BREAKING TABOOS 
Neither Egypt nor Israel is seeking a separate peace agreement, 
but it may come to that in the end, Muhammad Sid-Ahmad 
(above), one of Egypt's most prominent leftists, told Mark 
Bruzonsky and Judith Kipper during a discussion in Cairo. Sid-
Ahmad, author of After the Guns Fall Silent, analyses the role of 
the superpowers and Saudi Arabia, the position of the Palestinians 
and the aims of the left in Egypt (photos by Mark Bruzonsky) 
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FORUM 
• What's changed now that Sadat has 
gone to Israel and Israelis have come to 
Egypt? 
O Before Sadat's trip, all parties to the 
negotiation process were subjects to the 
negotiations with the exception of the 
Palestinians, who were the object of the 
negotiations. Since Sadat's trip, the sub
jects to the negotiations have become 
Egypt and Israel. Whatever Egypt and 
Israel decide the others have just to follow 
— that's making them objects. 

But Egypt is a subject only to the extent 
it becomes an Israeli object. Egypt wi l l 
have bargaining power to the extent that 
this bargaining power is bargaining power 
for Israel. 

Egypt wants its occupied terr i tory 
returned. Israel would have an interest in 
restoring this territory in so far as restoring 
it or not is a way to manipulate other recal

citrant parties. This is the formula by which 
Egypt's bargaining power becomes Israel's 
bargaining power. 

To use Carter's expression, there are 
three basic ingredients for a breakthrough 
towards peace. In order of importance for 
the Arab side they are recovery of the 
occupied territories, the Palestinian prob
lem and normalisation of relations. 

For Egypt, before the Jerusalem tr ip, the 
issue of normalisation was to come five 
years after a settlement. Since the trip, the 
issue has come before a settlement in a cer
tain way. A process has been initiated that 
gives the promise and the assurance of 
future normalisation without the other 
things. 
• Everything you have said implies that 
the new agenda is on how to reach an 
accommodation between two countries 
and not how to reach an overall settlement. 
O No, not necessarily. I t might boil down 
to that. One should distinguish between 

what could finish up by being objectively a 
separate agreement, and what, in the inten
tion of the parties, is not. I think the inten
tion of both parties is still not a separate 
agreement. 
• The Israelis are not pushing for a sepa
rate agreement? 
O Of course if they can get a separate 
agreement, that's useful, but it would also 
be useful to use Sadat to go beyond the 
separate agreement. I f what has occurred 
with Egypt now could be used in order to 
obtain something more that an agreement 
only with Egypt, all the better. 
• What would be the something more? 
O A n arrangement with Syria, too. A n 
acceptance throughout the Arab world of 
some arrangement of the Palestinian prob
lem. 
• You contemplate this on the hasis of 
what the Israelis are offering? 

O No, what has been offered up t i l l now 
does not promise that at all. I doubt 
whether it even promises an agreement 
with Egypt. 
• How do you interpret the recent 
policies of the American Government? Is 
the US still pushing for a comprehensive 
settlement or has ft resigned itself to a 
hilateral Israel-Egypt agreement? 
O There is something new about Carter's 
recent declarations. For the first time it is 
very obvious that he is taking a stand on 
substance. Up t i l l now he has tried, as far 
as possible, not to be precise concerning 
issues of substance. He has been saying 
only that what the parties agree upon we 
agree upon, and that the US can help speci
fically on procedure. 

Now for the first time, on the issue of the 
Palestinian state, he is taking a stand on 
substance. It is not that he hasn't said simi
lar things before, but that it is said at this 
moment, when the issue is basic to the 

actual negotiating process, and that Begin 
has a stand on this and Sadat has a differ
ent one. 

Carter's position has been interpreted by 
both parties as being on one side. 
• What do you suspect the American 
motivation to he in finally taking such a 
stand? 
O One possible interpretation is that the 
Americans believe the only issue which can 
be solved in the foreseeable future is bet
ween Egypt and Israel. Another possibility 
is to think beyond Egypt and Israel; the US 
is very keen on other parties coming into 
the process. B u t both Carter and 
Brzezinski have, in one way or another, 
said farewell to the PLC. Now this extends 
beyond the PEG into the Palestinian prob
lem in general. 
• But the "homeland" concept was "the 
American Balfour Declaration" according 
to Brzezinski. 
O I t could have been, but not necessarily. 
I f a "homeland" is interpreted in terms of 
Begin's proposals it is not, and it carried 
that possible interpretation from the very 
beginning. He never said "Palestinian 
state". He never said "self-
determination". He did make some prog
ress by saying "Palestinian rights" in the 
US-USSR joint statement. 
• Carter also said that the " P E G repres
ents a substantial part of the Palestinians", 
and he privately said, through his National 
Security Adviser, that the US had made a 
Balfour Declaration for the Palestinians. 
So, doesn't it seem to you that there's been 
an abrupt shift? 
O I t is obvious that if he was once moving 
in one direction towards the Palestinians 
he's now moving away f r f ih what are con
sidered by the Arab parties to be the relev- = 
ant Palestinian representatives. 
• Wouldn't a good interpretation of wh; 
he acted in this way be that he was for 
merly seriously pursuiug a comprebensiw 
settlement, but that, in light of what Sada 
has done and what Begin has told him, be' 
no longer doing so? 
O I wouldn't want to be that categorical.I 
do not think the US would so easily reduc 
the issue of a Middle East settlement to ai 
Egyptian-Israeli affair. It's too costly. I 
have another reading of the situation. 

Two years ago when I wrote After Tk 
Guns Fall Silent I predicted a breakthrougi 
towards a completely different pattern ii 
terms of the impact of internationd 
detente and its new rules on the Middh 
East. Since then an issue has come uj 
which is very important. 

There are social and economic problem 
which have changed the whole mechanisn 
of the Middle East issue. Specifically, ther 
is a new, vested interest in stabilising struc 
tures that has acquired a central impoc 
tance. This is linked to the oil and to th 

'"There is something new about 
Carter s recent declarations. 
For the first time . . . he is 
taking a stand on substance." 
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FORUM 
new petrodollar wealth which has created 
parties who seek stabilisation and for 
whom there are two forms of destabilisa-
tion that they would like to avoid — con
tinuation of "no peace", and peace on 
Israel's terms. But these two things, though 
feared, are not issues of immediate urgency 
for them. They are a danger in the long 
run. 

For Egypt the issue is different for two 
reasons — the staggering economic situa
tion, which cannot continue indefinitely, 
and the fact that Egypt can decide on peace 
or war. Egypt is in a position to go further 
than the others would dare to. In a certain 
way, what Sadat has done is taking the new 
situation to some logical conclusion. 

Of course, I would say it is a "right-
wing" peace, a conservative peace. I t is a 
peace for stabilisation of oil privileges. It is 
peace that is motivated by conservative 
interests. It is peace that is provoked more 
by class and social issues than by national 
requirements. 
0 If this is the kind of peace, why are the 
Saudis so reluctantly supporting Sadat? 
OThe Saudis are not ready to go as far as 
Sadat, For them, the issue is not that sim
ple. The new economic situation could 
propel them in this direction, but there are 
also ideological considerations. You can
not change the ideological outlook that 
Zionists are our worst enemies and sud
denly, because you want stabilisation of 
your profits from oi l , forget that. 

To the extent that this new factor has 
come in — this new social and class incen
tive— it has deranged the previous set-up, 
not only in Egypt. 

Egypt is not the key oil country, it's not 
the key rich country, it's not the country 
the US is most interested in. Oi l is a global 
strategic issue. It goes beyond the Middle 
East and the Arab-Israeli conflict. The 
West is interested in stabilisation of oil 
flow. The rich Arab oil countries are 
intetested in stabilisation of oil profits. 
Both are for a certain form of stabilisation. 
D What do the Saudis want now that 
Sadat's initiative has fundamentally 
changed the status quo? 
0 The Saudis are for stabilisation, and 
Sadat's going too far with Israel could be a 
destahilising factor. Moreover, if they 
stand too much with Sadat it could provoke 
other forms of destabilisation that could 
thteaten them with the rejectionists of the 
Atab world. 

So, they arc between two fires. They 
want unanimity of the Arab world. They 
want to get the parties together. They do 
not like a rift in the Arab camp. But the 
basic issue in both cases, the motivating 
factor, is nut Arab rights, but stabilisation 
of oil profits. 
D What role do you see for the superpow-

O The superpowers already had a position 
before this began. The Soviet-American 
joint statement (in October) was a sign of 
superpower policy. Kissinger might, in a 
certain way, be closer to the logic of things 
now — it's a different category of "step-
by-step". The Soviets are ousted, but Car
ter had to come to understand — not only 
for global reasons but also for regional 
reasons — that it was better to have the 
Soviets in on the negotiating process than 
to run the risk of having them liberated 
from all commitments. 

The whole logic of Geneva was to build a 
system of mutual commitments between 
the various parties. This was the logic of 
the unified Arab delegation including the 
Palestinians. The aim was to try and solve 
the max imum procedura l problems 
beforehand. That was the American stand, 
not only because of a certain increase in 

dealings with the Soviet Union but also for 
regional considerations. To the extent that 
Geneva seemed to be a receding reality, 
the Americans sought to bind everybody 
more by commitments. 

What Sadat did was just the opposite. 
He made an arrangement, he came to a 
certain mode of mutual dealing with Israel 
going beyond anything expected, but at the 
same time he freed all other parties of their 
previous commitments. 
• But now there is a clear split in the Arab 
world between Soviet clients and Ameri
can clients . . . 
O Yes. Detente has produced two formulas 
— one that was desired and one where 
things got out of hand. The one that was 
desired is what happened in Europe. The 
one that got out of hand is what happened 
ill Africa, and the Middle East has adopted 
the African model. 
• Now that the Soviets have been freed 
from the binding process you spoke of, and 

Geneva has receded almost beyond view, 
what role do you see for the Soviet Union? 
O 1 don't think the Soviet Union has given 
up on ( U N Security Council Resolution) 
242. The Soviet Union is not in the posi
tion of the most radical rejectionists. I t is 
not in the position of Iraq. One of Asad's 
arguments in Tripoli — when he was pres
sured to follow Iraq — was: " Y o u see, if I 
have not openly accepted 242, I have 
openly accepted 338. A n d because of 338 I 
got my disengagement on the Golan and 
help from the Soviet Union. I can't afford 
not to get help from the Soviet Union 
unless you, Iraq, are ready to replace i t . " 

But, at the same time, the Soviet Union 
wil l stand very staunchly on the side of the 
Arabs and denounce Sadat on the grounds 
that he has broken Arab solidarity which is 
a basic card in negotiations with Israel. 
• You are one of the most prominent 

members of the leftist party here. What 
was the initial reaction of the left to Sadat's 
initiative and what has been the reaction as 
negotiations have gone forward? 
O Initially the reaction was hostile — not 
because the left is opposed to a peaceful 
settlement: there is no argument about the 
need for a peaceful settlement — but to 
produce a peaceful settlement a balance of 
power is needed between the two parties. 
• How has the left responded to the vari
ous steps Sadat has taken? 
O Its critical stand towards the trip has not 
changed. The left now believes that the 
small extent of reciprocation by Begin is 
proof that the party was right. 
O What is the strength, the influence, of 
your party today? 
O There are two problems: the problem of 
the Egyptian people and its state of mind 
today, and the Arab world and its state of 
mind. The left believes that the euphoria 
that existed after the Jerusalem visit was 

"The Saudis are for stabilisation, 
and Sadafs going too far 

with Israel could be a 
destabilising factor." 
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built on issues which are not solid. This 
state of mind is similar to what happened 
during the January 1977 riots. In both 
cases it is an expression of deep dissatisfac
tion with everyday life and the economic 
difficulties. 

The basic difference is that in January 
this state of revolt exploded against the 
President but that this time it was the Pres
ident who used the state of revolt to get 
support for his tr ip by identifying peace 
with a promise of prosperity and an end to 
the everyday difficulties. I f hopes do not 
materialise we could have a repetition of 
the January events. 

What does Israel want from Egypt and 
what does Egypt want from Israel? Israel 
wants a promise of normal relations, an 
acknowledgement of its right to exist in the 
region. Sadat has given these two things. 
Now Egypt has to get something in return, 
for the situation is unbalanced. Egypt's 
bargaining power now depends on Israel. 
• You objected to tbe trip because Sadat 
didn't ask for a good price in advance. 
What would have been your minimum 
requirements to make this an acceptable 
initiative? 
O That it should be agreed upon by all the 
concerned Arab parties. 
• That's impossible. You are effectively 
saying that Sadat's trip should never have 
happened. 
O Not necessarily. 
• There was no way to get unanimity. 
O I want to show you how the issue is one 
of substance and not just procedure. This 
conflict is something special, not like other 
conflicts. The fact of dealing directly with 
Israel is an issue of substance not of proce
dure. A n d this is acknowledged by the 
international community and Resolutions 
242 and 338. Point 3 of 242, for instance, 
is to bring in a representative of the U N as 
a go-between. Why was there a question of 
a go-between? 
• It was 11 years ago that 242 was passed. 
O Never mind. It's part of the dynamics of 
the situation. The point of departure was 
that you have an implanted body that you 
do not recognise and that the day you go 
and deal with it you have already played 
your trump card. What does Israel basi
cally want? What's the trump card that the 
Arabs have with Israel? It's recognition. 
What else do they have? 

They have no other card. In the power-
balance Israel is militarily superior. By war 
the Arabs have never been able to achieve 
anything. The trump card is normalisation. 
This is the maximum they can give, and at 
least a promise of this was given away by 
Sadat. 
• Wby not say it clearly? You on tbe left 
are unequivocally against tbe strategy 
being followed by Sadat and after acbiev-
ing Arab unanimity would you bave 

"The PLO is the only 
Arab party for which 
dealing with Israel is 

an asset and not 
a liability." 

approved of it. 
O This is not correct logic; it is formalistic 
and simplistic. I said there are serious 
changes in the region, and there is a certain 
logic in Sadat's initiative. I didn't say that 
his tr ip was an abnormality, an accident. 

I n my hook After The Guns Fall Silent I 
talked of detente, which is very important. 
Detente is arms. You cannot arm beyond a 
certain level because of detente. The Rus
sians would not give arras which would 
threaten detente and even the Americans 
take detente into consideration in giving 
arms to Israel. 

What do you mean by unanimity? There 
has never been unanimity. What is needed 
is at least a consensus between the relevant 
parties, whether you want this or not. 
• Including tbe P L O and Syria? 
O Including the PLO and Syria. The PLO 
is the only Arab party interested in direct 

contacts with Israel, but Israel is not 
interested in contact with the PLO. The 
PLO is the only Arab party for which deal
ing with Israel is an asset and not a liability. 
• Tbe P L O were never really offered any-
tbing by anybody until tbey were invited to 
attend tbe Cairo conference. Tbey turned 
it down. Wbere do we go from bere? 
O I don't give much significance to their 
absence from Cairo. I f anything was 
offered to them I am sure they would not 
lose the opportunity, but Elissar even 
required that the name should be removed 
from the table and the flag removed out
side. 

Egypt could say to Israel: "For me to 
meet with you is taboo, but I have done it, 
and now you sit with an Arab party. It's 
taboo for you to sit with the PLO, so that 
should be the reciprocity. You should sit 
with the PLO." 

I f this could be done, I believe the PLO 
would agree. The PLO's failure to come to 
Cairo should not be seen as an irrevocable 
decision. 
• So far tbe initiative bas not produced the 
reciprocity you spoke of. Wbat results can 
now be obtained? 
O There is a chance that he will get some
thing from Israel. But this doesn't mean he 
has solved the problem, only that he has 
put it into a different context. It depends 
on Begin. Sadat wants withdrawal from 
Sinai. A n d Israel wants security. I t may be 
possible to replace one mode of security 
with another. 

Egypt has staggering economic prob
lems. Egypt's market is one of the biggest 
and most interesting in the Middle East, 
but it is also the most shattered. It has no 
immunity to foreign in}|ision, for an 
open-door policy means readiness to 
import whatever capital and investments 
want to come. 

Israel could say: "The open-door policj 
hasn't worked. Now we are ready to help 
We don't have money but we could ht 
intermediaries, brokers. A n d we can ht 
guarantors. But if we are guarantors m 
must also be sure that the money is put ii 
the right place. This wil l achieve two thing 
— a boost to the Egyptian economy an! 
security for us. This wil l give us the oppor 
tunity to acquire leverage in Egypt. 

One reason withdrawal wi l l be slow i 
because of the need to negotiate othe 
conditions of security, namely the takeove 
of key positions in the economy. I f they an 
clever, and I believe they are, they will gc 
so far as to make their presence in key pos 
itions of the Egyptian economy coup 
proof, and this is not impossible. There are 
many precedents for this sort of thing. Tht 
political regime can change, but certain key 
factors are permanent. 

This means an organic link between the 
Israeli and Egyptian economies whicli 
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would be presented to the rest of the Arab 
world as a model involving Jewish genius 
and Arab abilities. 

This will look like peace with prosperity. 
But there are loopholes. I mean, other 
problems may result. Israel wi l l extend its 
geographical presence inside Egypt not 
only into Sinai but into a whole social 
stratum in Egypt which would become 
Israeli-oriented. 
• Do you think Sadat will hold back from 
a separate agreement trying to bring tbe 
other Arabs into tbe process? 
0 If Sadat gets something really satisfac
tory on Sinai then there wi l l be a dilemma. 
A step towards this might take place at any 
time, but there would first be an attempt to 
call an Arab summit. Sadat wants to get 
enough concessions on the Palestinian 
issue, not to satisfy the Palestinians or the 
PLO, but to satisfy a number of Arab 
countries who wil l then take care of the 
Palestinians. 
D Specifically which Arab countries? 
0 Saudi Arabia first. Jordan, of course. 
Lebanon depends on the decisions of 
others. There wil l be an attempt to woo 
Asad. For a long time the Palestinians have 
been viewed by many Arab parties — 
especially since the Lebanese war — as a 
threat not just to the Israelis. What hap
pened in Lebanon is seen by these new, 
powerful, conservative Arab regimes as a 
threat to their stability. 

It is most important for these regimes to 
be offered something for Palestine which 
they think could result in an acceptable 
solution. The bargain is that Israel should 
give something on the Palestinian issue to 
prevent them from becoming a subversive 
force in the Arab countries, and the Arabs 
will guarantee that they wi l l not be a threat 
to Israel. 
0 Is the PLO in decline? 
0 Even if Sadat looks for an alternative 
leadership to the PLO this would not yet 
be acceptable to many Arab parties. A n 
attempt has been made since the Riyadh 
and Cairo summits after the Lebanese war 
to produce a leadership from within the 
PLO that would put the interests of these 
countries before basic Palestinian require
ments. 
0 That effort having failed . . . 
0 It didn't fail. Something more important 
came up — Sadat's trip. I t didn't fail, i t 
wasn't tested. But this was the Arab stand. 
D What now? 
0 Now the real difficulties begin concern
ing the PLO and Israel. PLO or no PLO, it 

essential to obtain a minimum on Pales-
ine to ensure the support of some relevant 

parties to oppose the Palestinians' 
ic demands and be ready to crush them. 

the Syrians were ready to crush the 
0 at a previous stage. 
What is the minimum? 

O Certainly what is being of^ree 
as "self-rule" is not the mininmgi. 
• At what point does the Palestinlaii^sue 
become really negotiable? 
O Probably it wi l l be somewhere around an 
institutional link with Jordan. 
• So, it's tbe old 1972 King Hussain plan, 
with two parliaments . . . 
O Yes, i f you like. Let's put i t this way: a 
formula where Jordan wil l be replacing 
what Israel is now requiring as direct pres
ence in the Palestinian entity. 
• And is it conceivable that a Begin Gov
ernment can ever offer this? 
O I don't think so. 
• So, if that's tbe minimum and its imposs
ible that Begin will ever offer it wbere does 
this leave Sadat? 
O 
• It's the first time I've seen you speech
less . . . Are tbe wars over? 

"/ don't see that the US 
is exerting pressure in 

the right direction. 
In the past there was 

certain progress in 
the American stand." 

_Yes, I think the wars concerning Egypt 
f hus the wars are over in gen

eral. TfielWUllii^ an Israeli war, but 
Yhat's another que 
U Eitlier Sadat is in a p r o c ^ P i ^ ^ f he can 
reach someagreement or he's going to end 
up in a position of possibly having to fight a 
war again, isn't be? 
O No, the logical alternative is something 
completely different. Why should the 
Israelis feel pressured to offer historical 
shifts in their positions when Egypt has 
ruled itself out of any future wars? That's 
one major argument of ours, you know. I 
think that wars are out as long as Sadat has 
things in hand. 
• If tbe present process produces no 
results, is tbe war option out? 
O I think there's a general awareness now 
that the military imbalance is such that no 
Arab party can contemplate war in the 
foreseeable future. 
• So, wbere is tbe pressure on Israel? 
O That's precisely why I said that the 
initiative of the Jerusalem trip is based on 
such an imbalance of power that it is coun
terproductive. I t wi l l not produce the 
minimum Arab requirements. 
• Wbat can tbe US do to continue to merit 
Arab confidence? 
O But is the US ready to do anything? I 
think that there is already a discrepancy 
between the present negotiating process 
and what the Americans are interested in. 
The Americans are interested in a situation 
that wi l l not be counterproductive for them 
in the Arab world in general. They are not 
interested only in an agreement between 
Egypt and Israel. 

They're interested in stability all over 
the region. They know very well that sepa
rate agreement between Egypt and Israel 
would expose the Arab world to efiermous 
upheavals. So this is an issue on which they 
would not like to give in. 
• In Cairo, anti-Palestinian sentiments... 
O Yes I have a whole interpretation of this. 

Egypt is very frustrated with the Arab 
world due to the fact that Arabs are iden
tified with the Arab rich who are humiliat
ing Egypt. They are a source of vexation 
and frustration for Egyptians, not only in 
their own countries, where Egyptians are 
treated like second-class citizens, but even 
in Egypt today, where Egyptians are also 
treated as second-class citizens compared 
with Saudis and other rich Arabs. 

So, from this point of view, there is a 
class issue. But what has happened with 
certain propaganda in our official press 
during recent years is the confusion of 
these frustrations with the rich with the 
frustration of all, including militant Arabs, 
with the general situation. 

Certainly there are justifiable reasons 
for humiliation and vexation in the Arab 
world, but against whom should we turn 
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FORUM 
our gun first? Against the Palestinians or 
the Syrians or those who were with us dur
ing the October war? Or, should we turn it 
on those rich parties who, instead of giving 
us what we needed, kept us on a leash, not 
giving enough to radicalise us or enough 
for a take-off? The sums we have received 
from these countries may look enormous 
but they are very, very limited in terms of 
what they have and what is partly due to 
us. 

The old conflict is still there, though it is 
not openly spelled out, between Egypt and 
Saudi Arabia. I t was expressed under Nas
ser as the Yemen war. Then Sadat said this 
was a mistake, but today when he goes to 
Israel and considers a deal on technology 
it's a way of saying to Saudi Arabia: " Y o u 
had a chance to help us but you didn't help 
us enough". 

It's not said explicitly, but the logic of 
events contains this. 
• Is this Sadat's way of reasserting political 
control in the Arab world, of taking control 
away from tbe Saudis? 
O A t least it is perceived by the Saudis as 
such. 
• Isn't this tbe reason for tbeb reluctant 
support of Sadat? Is it not their concern 
that tbe political power tbey wielded dur
ing tbe Lebanese war is now back in tbe 
bands of Egypt? 
O Yes, they feel this. The Saudis were the 
masters of the Arab world. That's why they 
were so furious that Sadat acted without 
consulting them. This had a greater signifi
cance than going to Jerusalem. I t meant 
Sadat would dare to take options outside 
their orbit. Their main concern had been to 
keep Egypt in their orbit, on the leash. 

I don't know to what extent this was 
intended, but even i f it was not conscious 
and Sadat acted under other urgencies, the 
Saudis have taken it that way. 
• Egypt is back in the leadership of the 
Arab world even though there is a split. 
Can Egypt correct its negotiating stance 
and exert tbe kind of pressure on Israel 
that will give it tbe bargaining power to 
produce results? 
O I t looked, at one moment, as if Egypt 
was cornering everybody. But it is a risky 
situation in which Egypt can be completely 
cornered. I don't think Egypt is now behav
ing in the right way to correct the situation. 

The correct way would be to insist on 
Israel's dealing directly with the PLO. This 
would be a real reciprocation. I f Sadat 
were to accomplish this, then nobody could 
defend the Palestinians if they refused to 
come, and Sadat's position would be 
extremely strong after that. 

Sadat has made an enormous psycholog
ical breakthrough, so he could say to the 
US: "Stop the lifeline to Israel completely. 
Everybody knows that the only party really 
able to fight is Israel and that the imbal

ance is already enormous. No need to 
increase it further. Give a sign of hope to 
the other parties that negotiation is poss
ible. 

Sadat should demand that Israel should 
stop changing anything outside the '67 
borders. Stop the settlements, stop the 
changes in Jerusalem, stop the building in 
Golan, in Sinai, in the West Bank and 
Gaza. Give a sign, at least, that these things 
are really negotiable and that Israel is not 
just winning time by negotiations. 
• Are you bopeful tbat tbe US will step in 
and put pressure on? 
0 So far, I don't see that the US is exerting 
pressure in the right direction. In the past 
there was certain progress in the American 
stand. 

I f you could achieve something accept
able to both the Palestinians (and I mean 
the PLO) and Israel — and I believe that is 
not impossible — the other issues are 
automatically solved. As long as the Pales
tinian issue is not solved, the Arabs wil l 
never accept full normalisation — I 'm talk
ing of the Arab world as a whole. Carter 
has only given half on this, but it is progress 
compared with the previous US stand. But 
1 now see even this receding. 
• Do you tbink tbat the US-Soviet state
ment provided a basis for a proper super
power role? And do you think it is now 
possible to go back to the statement as a 
basis for negotiations? 
O I don't see that it would be easy to go 
back to the joint statement. It is a bad 
model of detente, the American style, not 
the European style. 
• Before we end, can you explain who is 
tbe left in Egypt and wbat basically does 
tbe left want? 
O The left comprises Marxists, Nasserites 
and liberal left elements. There are also 
religious elements — both Copts and Mus
lims — who are against fanaticism on 
either side. 

The basic aim of the party is peace, but 
we believe that the peace which is now 
being achieved wil l not bring stability to 
the region. I t is not creating favourable 
conditions for the peoples in the region to 
achieve their national aspirations and 
progress from their backward condition. 
It's doing the opposite. 

What is happening now is power politics. 
The very idea that all Arab parties have to 
follow an agreement with Israel is power 
politics. 

Power politics is right-wing by defini
tion. Left-wing policy is based on fighting 
for given rights — and power is the align
ment of forces to achieve certain aims. 

The game now being played wi l l not 
achieve stable peace, but the left party 
does accept the principle of peace. In the 
Arab world there are still slogans of war, 
though they know very well that war is not 

easy and perhaps not even possible. 
War is certainly not the best way to 

achieve national aspirations. On the con
trary, it could create cataclysm and catas
trophe in the region. Peace, on the other 
hand, also doesn't achieve the aspirations 
of all the parties. 

To be specific, I don't think that the 
Palestinian-Israeli issue which is at the 
heart of the problem can be solved today. 
It wi l l not be solved while the only rela
tionship between Palestinians and Israelis 
is total antagonism. There must be another 
moment of peace, of intercourse between 
these two peoples so they will know their 
ultimate aims. 

The ultimate aim of the Palestinians is in 
terms of a given historical experience of 
total antagonism. The Zionism of Israel is 
definitely antagonistic to the world around 
it. The philosophy and aims of either side 
are mature enough for a solution at this 
juncture. 
• What should be done now? 
O A l l that can be done at this juncture is to 
replace these models of conflict which are a 
loss for everybody to various degrees. New 
rules of the game along the lines of detente 
and institutional change are what is 
needed. The peace agreement is meant to 
devise these rules, and then there will be 
another historical process for a period. 

I believe that the present slogans of all 
the parties concerned wil l not be the 
realities of tomorrow. But I can't talk 
about that today — nobody knows. The 
main reason for the blockage today is 
because the irrelevant issues are being 
made relevant, and the relevant ones are 
being made irrelevant. 

The formation of a secular stq^, which is 
a dream of the future, or the Zionism of 
Israel as it is today are not the issues. The 
real issue is that we must pass from an 
antagonistic mode of conflict to a non-
antagonistic mode of conflict. 
• That sounds like what Sadat is doing. 
O No, he is not doing it in a balanced way. 
The issue of normalisation is, of course, 
coming up. The only reservation I woulc 
have is that normalisation must ensure the 
security and sovereignty of Egypt. It mus 
not impinge on the sovereignty of the par
ties. 

I think that Sadat is now creating a forn 
of normalisation which, sooner or later 
wil l violate Egyptian sovereignty because il 
is not balanced. More has been given than 
has been received. Even an econoinic 
bu i ld -up w i l l impinge on Egyptian 
sovereignty. I t won't be mutually benefi
cial. 

You know, in power politics the Palesti
nian issue is the weakest link. What is the 
Palestinian issue — just a small piece of 
territory? In the dialectics of the conflict 
the Palestinian issue is the heart. • 
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